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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the conclusions drawn from an ongoing ex-
periment investigating the performance, usability, and impact of
multisensory stimuli in the virtual environment, with a focus on
proposing guidelines for conducting biofeedback-enhanced Quality
of Experience (QoE) studies in multimedia-enhanced Virtual Real-
ity (VR). The study evaluated various devices, including the Polar
H10 and Grove GSR for biosignal measurement and an EEG device
for brainwave analysis. Concerns related to participant comfort
were highlighted, such as discomfort caused by tight electrodes
and difficulties in achieving consistent contact with the scalp. Er-
gonomic issues with Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) were also
identified, emphasizing the need for comfortable and immersive
experiences. The paper recommends addressing these concerns
through inclusive design and user-friendly adaptation of devices.
The findings emphasize the importance of integrated devices and
user-friendly design to enhance QoE and facilitate the adoption
of biofeedback technologies outside of the lab. By following the
proposed guidelines, researchers and developers can improve the
immersive experience and advance the field of biofeedback in VR
environments.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → HCI design and evaluation
methods; User studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the growing interest and development of Virtual Reality (VR)
and Augmented Reality (AR) environments, the use of biosignals
has proven to be a promising approach to improve human-machine
interaction. Biosignals, in the context of this paper, are any signal
measured and monitored from a human being, such as the electrical
activity of the brain, the heart rate or skin resistance, which can be
used to evaluate or control virtual devices or systems [38]. However,
despite their potential, there are still some challenges and obstacles
that limit the effective use of biosignals, mainly in VR and AR.

In recent years, there has been a notable shift in focus in the study
of the senses in conjunction with other media devices. According
to Calvert and Thesen [5], the adoption of a multisensory approach
to human sensory perception has been influenced by technological
advances and a deeper understanding of sensory neurophysiology.
These technological advancements have occurred alongside an
increase in knowledge about how our sensory systems work. It
also has become evident that a comprehensive understanding of
our perceptual systems requires consideration of how each sense is
integrated with input from other sensory systems. As a result, the
foundation for mulsemedia capabilities is established: integration
of multiple sensory sources beyond audio and video to enhance the
user’s sense of presence [9, 15].

This shift in focus has driven the development of increasingly
sophisticated and immersive VR and AR environments, which aim
to offer richer and more engaging sensory experiences. However,
the use of biosignals in such environments still faces some obstacles,
such as the need for expensive and complex equipment for signal
acquisition and processing [30, 39], difficulty in ensuring reliability
and accuracy of collected data [16], and a lack of standardization and
guidelines [1] for the use of biosignals in VR and AR. Additionally,
there are important ethical issues related to the use of biosignals,
such as privacy and security of collected personal data [11]. Such
challenges require collaboration among professionals from different
fields, such as engineers, neuroscientists, and experts in ethics and
privacy, to overcome them and allow the use of biosignals in VR
and AR environments to reach its full potential.
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This paper explores the use of different biosignals as biofeedback
to improve user experience (UX) evaluation. While the evaluations
are currently ongoing, this paper mainly highlights the ergonomic
challenges that arose during the study, specifically with the use of
electroencephalograph (EEG), heart rate (HR), and galvanic skin re-
sponse (GSR) for gathering biosignals, and Head Mounted Displays
(HMD) and olfactory devices for rendering multisensory contents.
While dealing with these obstacles, we took the opportunity to
propose guidelines for those evaluations.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the litera-
ture review; Section 3 introduces the design of the experiment used
for UX evaluation which contains the methodology, as well as the
devices used in the experimental setup; Section 4 discusses the pre-
liminary results of our study and; finally, Section 5 introduces our
guidelines for conducting biofeedback-enhanced QoE Evaluations,
followed by conclusion in Section 6.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW ON USING
BIOFEEDBACK TO ENHANCE QOE STUDIES

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research plays a crucial role in
identifying, analyzing, and responding to user behavior [7]. Evaluat-
ing user interaction has been a central concern for HCI researchers,
who have traditionally relied on methods that can disrupt the user
experience or that the user may not recall accurately, particularly
when assessing emotions during the interaction. As a result, re-
searchers have focused on implicit methods to evaluate user in-
teractions, such as biofeedback [23, 26, 32]. This method involves
monitoring a person’s body activity by using electrodes that attach
to the scalp or the skin.

The use of these bio-electric signals of human body provides
valuable insights into user attention and experience, like this cog-
nitive and physical effects in various fields, especially in those that
utilize multimedia technologies such as VR, AR, and mulsemedia.
These technologies enable better evaluation of the impact on the
user’s body and interaction with the system. According to a recent
study by Calvo-Morata et al. [6], electrocardiograms (ECG) and
EEG are the most commonly used signals, primarily to assess user
engagement, difficulty, and stress levels. However, the same authors
also stated there are limitations to this approach, such as signal
noise and the time required to calibrate devices during experiments,
which make user testing more complex. To overcome these limita-
tions, it is important to develop tools that allow experiments with
large groups of users and to create open software and low-cost
devices that enable more studies in this field. As the complexity
of devices and the handling of data collected from them make it
difficult to conduct experiments with actual users in real-world
settings [6]. Calibration of the devices is often necessary, and signal
noise and interference can render samples invalid.

The use of biosignals in large deployments remains a challenge.
The review conducted by Calvo-Morata et al. [6] revealed that the
majority of the studies in this matter were conducted with fewer
than 30 users, and most experiments collecting parallel samples
from only around 6 participants. As a result, studies often take
weeks to collect sufficient data. Highly controlled rooms and en-
vironments are used to minimize these challenges. Additionally,
ethical issues are addressed in many studies, but the treatment of

user data remains an issue long after it is collected. It is important
for studies to describe how user data is stored and secured, as well
as the measures taken to ensure ethical exploitation of the data.

EEG is notorious know as being noise and hard to deal, and as
stated by Cano et al. [7]. The complexity and cost of EEG using
technologies have limited their use in HCI research in the past, but
in recent years, commercial EEG devices and open-source alter-
natives have become available. However, the quality of the data
collected and the sample size can vary between studies, as they
are often experimental. Various neurophysiological measures, such
as EEG, Functional Near-InfraRed spectroscopy (fNIRs), and Func-
tional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) have been used to assess
the mental and emotional states of users through brain activity.
However, the use of these methods can impact the effectiveness
of measurements and increase costs. Most wearable devices are
EEG-based and have been improved with less invasive hardware,
including dry electrodes or water-based solutions, resulting in high
signal quality and user comfort.

Despite the obstacles associated with using biosignals, the
growth of pervasive and wearable devices that already gather a
multitude of bio-electric measures from our bodies has opened up
a range of new opportunities in the field of biofeedback. This said,
biofeedback is a growing field of study that enables us to better
understand how users interact with systems and devices, provid-
ing valuable insights into user behavior, attention, cognitive and
physical effects, and emotional states. With the development of
new tools and low-cost devices that allow experiments with large
groups of users, the field of biofeedback is expected to expand fur-
ther, enabling us to explore new possibilities and challenges in the
domains of HCI and beyond.

To better comprehend how users engage with sound artifacts in
360° videos augmented with olfactory stimuli, we have gathered a
selection of biosignal devices. As VR continues to expand, our goal
is to enhance our comprehension of user experiences in these envi-
ronment. In the upcoming section, we will outline the techniques
and instruments employed in our research.

3 UX EVALUATION USING BIOSIGNALS AND
METHODOLOGY

The methods employed for collecting HR and EDA data were es-
tablished based on the frameworks proposed by Egan et al. [13]
and Salgado et al. [34]. To ensure the ethical integrity of these
evaluations, all procedures were granted approval by the Ethical
Committee of Brunel University London review number 40020-LR-
Oct/2022- 41826-3. To facilitate a comprehensive user experience
(UX) assessment, a diverse group of participants was chosen, rep-
resenting three distinct universities: Brunel University and Kent
University in the United Kingdom, Tampere University in Finland,
and ongoing evaluations at the Federal University of Espirito Santo
(UFES) in Brazil. During the evaluations, participants were exposed
to approximately 1-minute-long 360° videos within a controlled
environment, as depicted in Figure 3. Throughout the evaluation
process, meticulous monitoring of EEG, HR, and GSR signals was
conducted for all participants.

In the evaluations of the 360° videos, three quarters of the partic-
ipants were exposed to multisensory stimuli, specifically through
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the use of an olfactory device that diffused a pleasant lavender smell.
This addition aimed to enhance the participants’ sensory experi-
ence during the evaluations. Another one quarter were part of the
control group and did not experienced the multisensory content.
All the evaluation are being conducted with the same equipment
and in a similar room between institutions.

Prior to the evaluation, participants were asked questions regard-
ing any neurological or psychological disorders that could poten-
tially impact their response to the videos. Subsequently, comprehen-
sive information about the study, encompassing its objectives and
procedures was provided to ensure participants’ full understanding
and informed consent.

To address the research question, three videos of comparable
duration were selected for inclusion in the evaluation. The pre-
sentation order of these videos was randomized to ensure equal
representation, ensuring that each video received evaluation from
an equal number of participants.

The selection of videos was guided by the sequential order pro-
posed by Comşa et al. [8], which categorizes them based on the level
of coupling between audio and video. These videos encompass a
spectrum of coupling levels, starting from low coupling progressing
to mild and reaching high coupling.

To investigate how users perceive audio artifacts and desync
in watching 360° video, we manipulated the videos’ audio tracks
by introducing delays and hastening effects ranging from 5 to 1
second in a similar way of the work of Brito et al. [4] for evaluating
subtitles quality. The objective was to explore the impact of audio
desync on user experience and determine whether the pleasant
olfactory stimuli could have a beneficial effect in masking poor
audiovisual quality.

Following each evaluation of the 360° video, participants were re-
quested to complete two sets of questionnaires. The first set focused
on assessing the participants’ QoE, aiming to gain insights into their
subjective perception and overall satisfaction with the video. The
second questionnaire utilized the System Usability Scale (SUS), a
standardized tool designed to evaluate the usability of systems
and interfaces. By administering these questionnaires, we aimed to
gather feedback from participants, enabling us to understand their
experiences and gauge the experience of the 360° video.

Throughout the evaluation process, the EEG, HR, and GSR of
each participant were monitored while the participant watched
each one of the three videos. The physiological responses of the
participant to each video, such as changes in brain activity, heart
rate, and skin conductance were then collected and stored. The
physiological data analysis will still be applied in order to to further
explore the participants’ responses to the three videos.

3.1 Devices Used
Devices used in the proposed experiment include the input/output
collection devices as follows. Figure 3 illustrates a user using the
HMD belts over the EMOTIV EPOC X. The Polar H10 is under the
cloths and the GSR nodes attached to the hand.

3.1.1 Polar H10. Depicted in Figure 1(1), this is a chest strap heart
rate monitoring device developed by Polar, a Finnish company
specializing in wearable technology for fitness and sports [35].
The strap is worn around the chest and connects to a compatible

mobile device or training equipment via Bluetooth or ANT+. This
enables accurate real-time heart rate monitoring during exercise.
The Polar H10 incorporates a medical-grade electrocardiogram
(ECG) sensor, which filters noise and interference, providing reliable
and accurate heart rate data in various conditions. It is compatible
with a wide range of mobile training apps allowing users to monitor
and track their exercise performance. Due to its high precision,
robust construction, and wide compatibility, the Polar H10 is a
popular choice for accurate heart rate monitoring and is commonly
used in investigations such as this.

3.1.2 Grove GSR. Illustrated in Figure 1(2), this is a sensory de-
vice that measures the electrical conductivity of the skin, which
can be utilized as an indicator of emotional or stress responses in
humans. It is commonly utilized in academic research [37], medical
applications [12], and biofeedback devices [26]. The module com-
prises of two electrodes, typically placed on the fingers, that detect
changes in the level of electrical activity in the skin when a person
experiences an emotion or stress. The signal is then amplified and
processed to generate a skin conductance reading. The Grove GSR
module is regarded as simple to use and can be easily integrated
into electronic projects using the standard Grove interface. It is
compatible with various microcontroller platforms such as Arduino,
Raspberry Pi, and others. Furthermore, numerous software and li-
braries are available that enable the integration of Grove GSR with
various programming languages, making it a versatile tool for fields
such as electronics, robotics, biofeedback, psychology, and more.

3.1.3 EMOTIV EPOC X. Shown in Figure 1(3), this is a Brain-
Computer Interface (EEG using) device that enables the capture of
brain signals for translation into computer commands. It features a
flexible and ergonomic design that allows for electrode adjustment,
making it more comfortable and user-friendly than other EEG us-
ing devices. The device consists of electrodes that detect electrical
currents generated by the brain and wirelessly transmit them to a
computer. Specialized software then processes this data to extract
useful information. This device is versatile and has numerous ap-
plications, including scientific research [32], gaming [27, 28], and
education [41]. By detecting patterns of brain activity associated
with mental states such as concentration, stress, and excitement,
the device can personalize gaming and teaching experiences, as
well as provide valuable insights into neuroscience.

3.1.4 META 2. Shown in Figure 2(1), this is a VR headset developed
by the META company. It allows users to visualize and interact
with virtual objects in a real-world environment. The META 2 was
designed to provide a more advanced AR experience than other
headsets on the market, with a wide field of view, high resolution,
and accurate head and hand tracking. It is used in a variety of
applications such as product design, training, education, gaming,
and entertainment. The META 2 can be used for academic research
in a wide range of fields, especially those involving visualization
and interaction with three-dimensional objects. Some examples of
possible uses of the META 2 in academic research include: visualiza-
tion of complex models [18], medical training [3], human-computer
interaction studies [40], and psychology [29] and neuroscience [31]
studies.
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Figure 1: Input Devices: Biosignal Capture Devices.

Figure 2: Output Devices: Immersive and Multi-sensory Devices.

3.1.5 ExHalia Sbi417. Depicted in Figure 2(2), this is a commercial
device that uses air flow to provide (by default) one of four fra-
grances at a time [33]. According to Murray et al. [25], the SBi4 is
"more reliable and more robust than other devices on the market"
and the scents are more realistic. However, there are some consid-
erations that researchers need to keep in mind when working with
this olfactory display. According to Saleme et al. [33]:

• It’s cartridges are made of perfumed polymer beads, which
allow the scent to last less than other types of cartridges
(for example, Dale Air Vortex18 employs alcohol-based fra-
grances soaked in cotton discs).

• The SBi4 connects to a USB port and allows the creation of
codes to handle device activation. However, this allows the
control of only a single fan at a time.

When used in conjunction with an HMD, the ExHalia olfactory
device may be less efficient. One of the main reasons for this is
that the device is in a fixed position, and moving the head breaks
the line of sight between the device and the user’s nose, which
weakens the olfactory perception. This will be further discussed
in the next section. Moreover, the position of the olfactory device
may also impact its efficiency. Placing the device too close to the
nose may result in overwhelming smells that could potentially
cause discomfort to the user, while placing it too far may result in
weaker smells that are difficult to notice. Additionally, regarding
the development of olfactory devices for HMDs, the design of the
device itself could also affect the efficiency, such as the type and

size of the odor cartridges used, the method of odor diffusion, and
the control of the intensity and duration of the smells.

4 PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Although the experiment with the selected participants is still ongo-
ing, we have gained experience and insights into the ergonomics of
the tools and devices used in this study and allowed us to propose
guidelines for future works.

Firstly, both the Polar H10 and Grove GSR devices demonstrated
satisfactory performance with only minor adjustments required
before each evaluation. While the Polar H10 may be considered
more intrusive compared to the GSR and EEG capture device, as
it needs to be placed beneath clothing close to the breasts and in
direct contact with the skin, participants generally reported positive
experiences. So far, the majority of participants found the device
comfortable, with a small portion of individuals expressing concerns
about the fit. For example, even after adjustments, one participant
felt it was too tight, while the other found it to be too loose.

The GSR device demonstrated overall satisfactory performance
and low intrusiveness, requiring minor adjustments and calibration
prior to each session, although the resistor had to be manually
adjusted with the use of a screw driver until the serial output was
512 before being attached to the fingers. Besides this minor incon-
venience, no critical complains were highlighted. However, some
discomfort was reported, expressing that the two electrodes can
be too tight on some user fingers. Additionally, in long exposures,
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Figure 3: A research participant using the devices for biosig-
nals capture. The Grove GSR attached to the fingers, the
EMOTIV EPOC X under the Meta 2. The polar H10 cannot be
seeing under the shirt.

it was observed that the fabric surrounding the fingers caused ex-
cessive sweating in some participants, resulting in a decrease in
skin resistance, leading to high skin conductance that might be no
related to their emotional level. To address this issue, the decision
was made to halt the experiment, remove and reinsert the GSR
device after extended periods, in order to maintain the accuracy
and reliability of the collected data. However, this approach can
result in extended evaluation times and may potentially impact
the authenticity of subjective user responses. These observations
highlight the importance of ensuring participant comfort and main-
taining suitable environmental conditions during data collection, as
variations in ambient temperatures can lead to inaccurate biosignal
readings.

Capturing biosignals with the EEG device proved to be the most
challenging aspect of the study. The loose claws of the EMOTIV
EPOC X were prone to displacement due to motion, presenting
a particular issue when using the device in conjunction with an
HMD and 360° videos that encourage head movement. The con-
stant contact requirement between the nodes and the scalp also
posed difficulties, especially when participants had an abundance
of hair. This aspect of the device made it particularly challenging

to achieve consistent contact and obtain accurate readings. Also,
the EEG device exhibited limitations in accommodating different
hair types and haircuts. Participants with long hair had to endure
longer evaluation time due to adjustments, as the presence of exces-
sive hair made it difficult to use the device effectively. The longer
exposure to evaluation may lead to tiredness, boredom and exhaus-
tion. This limitation may lead to discrimination against certain
hairstyles, potentially impacting the inclusivity and usability of the
EEG device.

Also, since we are dealing with 360° videos, the use of EEG and
HDM display is susceptible to noisy data. Besides motion leading to
artifacts, as stated by Mikhail et al. [23], sweat can lead to changes
in the impedance of electrodes that are used to record brain activity,
which can also result in noisy or corrupted data. EMOTIV EPOC
X allows to position each electrode in accordance to the Electrode
locations on the scalp labelled using AtlasLabel in FSL and the
Harvard-Oxford Cortical Structural atlas recording [36], as seeing in
the Figure 6. These various types of noise, as seen in the horizontal
axes (AF3, C1, O1, etc.) in the Figure 4, can make processing EEG
challenging, especially in real-time environments where there is no
control over the environment or the subject. Notice the top right
corner the difference of quality signal by the EmotivPRO Software
between a good quality signal (100%) in Figure 5 contrasting with a
bad quality one (42%) in Figure 4.

This is a well-known issue, as mentioned by Cano et al. [7], and
there are some alternatives available, albeit at a high cost. One
such alternative is the Galea HMD [17], a hardware and software
platform that merges next-generation biometrics with mixed reality.
This device integrates EEG, EMG, EDA, PPG, and eye-tracking into
a single headset. It can also be integrated into existing AR and VR
head-mounted displays and includes SDKs for bringing rich and
tightly time-locked biometric data into 3D development engines,
3rd-party applications, and all common programming languages.

Regarding the output devices used, it is important to address
some common complaints regarding the META 2 (and it is present
in most HMD, as stated by Mehrfard et al. [22]). One frequently
reported issue is the cumbersome nature of the device, which can
cause fatigue and discomfort during prolonged sessions. This feed-
back was especially notable among participants who had to wear
the HMD for an average duration of over 30 minutes, leading to
tiredness and discomfort.

The ExHalia Sbi4 study yielded mixed results concerning the per-
ception of olfactory stimuli. So far, participants perceived the smells
as weak, prompting further examination of this issue. We believe
that the primary contributing factor is the line of sight disruption
between the user and the fixed stream of olfactory stimuli due to
the HMD and 360 allowing head movement. This phenomenon has
been previously discussed in studies [20] which propose alternative
solutions, such as inhaled devices directly attached to the HMD, de-
livering smells directly to the user’s nose. Another factor impacting
the weak perception of smells is the potential overstimulation of
sensations caused by the 360° experience, as the user is immersed
in a peripheral surround, attending primarily to both visual and
auditory stimuli, while keeping the olfactory stimuli as secondary.

Statistical data analysis for the questionnaires and the impact
of multisensory stimuli on the captured biosignals is currently in
progress and will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
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Figure 4: Example of noise detected in the EMOTIV Pro signal during head movement. Signal Quality at 42%.

Figure 5: Clean and stable signal amplitude compared to noise result of head motion. Signal Quality at 100%.

5 PROPOSED GUIDELINES
Based on the information provided while running the evaluations
so far and on the guidelines of Murray et al. [24] and the heuristics
of Machado Neto and Pimentel [21], we propose the following novel

guidelines for or conducting biofeedback-enhanced QoE studies in
mulsemedia:
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Figure 6: International 10-20 system for EEG (electroen-
cephalography)

5.1 Regarding Participants Pool
A. Determine an appropriate sample size for the study, consid-

ering statistical power and generalization of results.
B. Aim for a diverse participant pool that represents differ-

ent demographics (e.g., age, gender, cultural background) to
ensure the findings are more inclusive and applicable to a
broader population.

C. Obtain informed consent from participants, clearly explain-
ing the purpose, procedures, and potential risks or benefits
of the study.

D. Follow ethical guidelines and regulations related to data
privacy, confidentiality, and participant well-being.

E. Provide participants with sufficient training and familiar-
ization sessions with the biofeedback devices and the VR
environment before the actual study.

F. Ensure participants are comfortable and confident in using
the devices and interacting with the VR content to minimize
potential learning or adaptation effects during the study, also
to guarantee an easy input from the participant [21].

G. Participants should not be affected by cold, flu or fever since
it can lead to altered biosignals, have good dental and overall
body hygiene since it can alter skin related signals [24].

H. Participants should avoid consuming caffeine or any stim-
ulants before the evaluation since it can lead alteration of
heart rate and skin resistance.

5.2 Regarding Participant Comfort and Device
Placement

A. Prioritize participant comfort when selecting and placing
biofeedback devices. Consider the intrusiveness and poten-
tial discomfort associated with each device.

B. Provide options for device adjustments to accommodate in-
dividual preferences and physical characteristics, such as
ensuring proper fit for devices to avoid tightness or loose-
ness.

C. Address issues related to discomfort and fatigue associated
with wearing HMDs for prolonged periods. Consider the
weight and design of the devices to minimize discomfort
during longer sessions.

D. Recognize differences in user experience between different
types of evaluations and tailor the session duration accord-
ingly to mitigate discomfort.

E. Address challenges related to motion and displacement of
EEG device nodes by exploring alternative device options
with improved stability, specifically designed for use with
HMDs and motion-intensive activities.

F. Consider the limitations of EEG devices in accommodating
different hair types and haircuts. Ensure inclusivity and us-
ability by selecting devices that can effectively accommodate
participants with long hair.

G. Address the evaluation time for the participants and make
clear the the adjustment of the devices can take a bigger
portion of the experiment length.

5.3 Regarding Bio-signal Quality
A. Regularly monitor and evaluate the signal quality of each

biofeedback device during data collection. Take steps to mit-
igate any signal artifacts, noise, or interference.

B. Employ standardized calibration procedures for each biofeed-
back device used in the experiment. This ensures consistency
across participants and sessions.

C. Seek to adopt environmental awareness devices than can
mitigate inaccuracies led by different environments.

D. Implement signal filtering techniques or algorithms to im-
prove the quality of monitored biosignals, particularly in
real-time environments where noise can be challenging to
control. This can be done during pre-processing and post-
processing of the data.

E. Maintain appropriate environmental conditions during data
collection to ensure accurate biosignal readings. Pay atten-
tion to ambient temperature and humidity levels, as they can
affect the accuracy of biosignal data.

F. Mitigate sweating-related issues by monitoring participants
for excessive sweating caused by the devices.

G. For longer exposures, remove the device after extended peri-
ods for participant rest [24], cleaning and position readjust-
ment to maintain accuracy.

H. Address noise artifacts caused by excessive sweat during
data processing by exploring alternative hardware options
which integrates multiple biometric sensors into a single
device.

5.4 Regarding Multi-sensory Stimuli
A. Assess the impact of multisensory stimuli in virtual environ-

ments and exploring alternative solutions, such as, in case
of olfactory stimuli, inhaled devices directly attached to the
HMDs.

B. Investigate the potential over stimulation of other senses,
such as visual and auditory stimuli, in the presence of multi-
sensory stimuli.

C. Understand the balance and hierarchy of sensory experiences
to optimize the impact of multisensory stimuli on the overall
QoE.
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D. Ensure proper synchronization between different sensory
stimuli (visual, auditory, olfactory, etc.) to create a coherent
and realistic multisensory experience.

E. Use precise timing mechanisms to synchronize the presenta-
tion of different stimuli, minimizing any perceptual desync
that may affect the overall QoE.

F. Investigate cross-modal effects between sensory modalities
and how they influence the perception and evaluation of the
multisensory experience.

G. Explore potential interactions and synergies between differ-
ent sensory modalities that may enhance or diminish the
overall QoE.

H. Assess the contextual relevance of each sensory modality
within the virtual environment and its contribution to the
overall narrative or task at hand.

I. For olfactory stimuli, participants and researchers should
not have used any perfume, deodorants or aftershave before
the experiment [24].

These guidelines aim to improve the overall methodology, de-
vice selection, participant comfort, and data accuracy in future
biofeedback-enhanced QoE evaluations conducted in multisensory-
enhanced VR and AR environments.

6 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the ongoing experiment has provided insights into
the performance, usability, and impact of multisensory stimuli
in the virtual environment and helped us propose the guidelines
for conducting biofeedback-enhanced QoE studies in multimedia-
enhanced VR.

Regarding the devices, both the Polar H10 and Grove GSR demon-
strated satisfactory performance with minor adjustments and cal-
ibration before each evaluation. Some discomfort using the GSR
was stated due to the tightness of the electrodes on their fingers,
highlighting the need to prioritize participant comfort in biosignal
device design and usage.

The challenges posed by the EEG device, including the loose
claws and difficulty achieving consistent contact with the scalp,
highlight the guidelines emphasis also on addressing participant
comfort and maintaining appropriate environmental conditions
during data collection. The limitations in accommodating different
hair types and haircuts further emphasize the need for inclusive
design and consideration of diverse user populations in biofeedback
studies conducted within VR environments. The concomitant use
of EEG with 360° VR presents an ongoing challenge due to the
movement of users’ heads induced by the content presented in
HMD, which results in node displacement and introduces noise.
Further studies are needed to address this issue and develop effective
strategies to overcome this obstacle.

Concerns regarding the META 2 and other HMDs being cum-
bersome and causing fatigue and discomfort were the basis for
recommendation to address ergonomic issues in HMD design to
ensure a comfortable and immersive experience for users.

The perception of olfactory stimuli in the virtual environment
will be further investigated in needed to better understand their
impact on enhancing the immersive experience and overall QoE in
VR and AR applications.

Another important point of discussion is the multimodal data
fusion and analysis. Although it is an active area of research [14, 19]
how this is undertaken in the case of multiple sensory modalities
and mulsemedia data including, for instance, EEG, EDA or ECG
signals, as well as eye-tracking data is not well understood. Whilst
one may employ methods from other non-mulsemedia domains,
more work is needed to validate appropriate methods for mulse-
media data fusion and analysis - which obviously goes beyond the
application of classic statistical unimodal approaches - in order to
draw meaningful conclusions. In a mulsemedia context this is even
more poignant given masking and cross-modal effects [2, 10].

The findings presented in this study further underscore the im-
portance of an integrated device that combines all necessary com-
ponents to enhance and measure the QoE. Such integration would
significantly reduce the time-consuming preparation required for
evaluations. In line with our objective of exploring the practical
applications of these devices in everyday use, it becomes crucial to
prioritize the adaptation of these devices to be more user-friendly.
This not only improves the efficiency of data collection but also
contributes to a more positive user experience, facilitating the adop-
tion of biofeedback technologies in real-world "outside the lab"
scenarios. Moreover, the pursuit of user-friendliness should extend
beyond the integration of devices. Attention should be given to the
design and functionality of individual components, ensuring they
are intuitive, comfortable, and adaptable to diverse user needs.

Furthermore, it is important to note that the conduction of these
experiments may require a significant amount of time and be quite
time-consuming. The process of preparing participants, calibrating
devices and collecting data can be lengthy and intricate. Researchers
should allocate sufficient resources and plan accordingly to account
for the time required to conduct these biofeedback-enhanced QoE
studies in VR and AR.

In summary, these preliminary findings not only provide in-
sights into the performance and impact of the devices and multisen-
sory stimuli used but also highlight the importance of guidelines
for conducting biofeedback-enhanced QoE studies in multimedia-
enhanced VR. By following these guidelines, we propose that
researchers and developers ensure participant comfort, accurate
biosignal capture, appropriate evaluation design, and careful im-
plementation of multisensory stimuli, in order of enhancing the
immersive experience and advancing the field of biofeedback in VR
and AR environments.
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